This brief announcement introduces the family of generalized symmetry breaking (GSB) tasks, that includes election, renaming and many other symmetry breaking tasks. Differently from agreement tasks, a GSB task is "inputless", in the sense that processes do not propose values; the task specifies only the symmetry breaking requirement, independently of the system's initial state (where processes differ only on their identifiers). Among various results characterizing the family of GSB tasks, it is shown that (non adaptive) perfect renaming is universal for all GSB tasks.
DECISION TASKS
The processes of a distributed system need to coordinate through a communication medium (shared memory or message-passing subsystem) in order to solve various forms of agreement problems. If no coordination is ever needed in the computation, then we have a set of centralized, independent programs rather than a global distributed computation. Agreement coordination is one of the main issues of distributed computing. As an example, consensus is a very strong form of agreement where processes have to agree on the input of some process. It is a fundamental problem in distributed computing, and the cornerstone when one has to implement a replicated state machine, e.g. [3, 11, 13] .
Considering a shared memory asynchronous system where processes may fail by crashing, we are interested here in tasks [12] , defined by an input/output relation ∆, and where Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). PODC '11, June 6-8, 2011 , San Jose, California, USA. ACM 978-1-4503-0719-2/11/06. processes start with private input values forming an input vector I and, after communication, individually decide on output values forming an output vector O, satisfying the specification of the considered task, i.e., O ∈ ∆(I). Several specific agreement tasks have been studied in detail, such as consensus [6] and set agreement [4] . Indeed, the importance of agreement is such that it has been studied deeply, from a more general perspective, defining families of agreement tasks, such as loop agreement [8] , approximate agreement [5] and convergence [7] .
Motivation.
An important form of coordination is when processes need to disagree. This form of coordination is needed to "break symmetry" among the processes that are initially in the same state. Indeed, specific forms of symmetry breaking have been studied, most notably election, mutual exclusion and renaming. And it is easy to come up with more natural situations related to symmetry breaking. As a simple example, let us consider n persons (processes) such that each one is required to participate in exactly one of m distinct committees (process groups). Each committee has predefined lower and upper bounds on the number of its members. The goal is to design a distributed algorithm that allows these persons (processes) to choose their committees in spite of asynchrony and failures.
GSB TASKS
While the theory of agreement tasks is pretty well developed, it seems that the same substantial research effort has not yet been devoted to understanding symmetry breaking in general. The full paper [10] introduces generalized symmetry breaking (GSB) tasks, a family of tasks that includes election [14] , renaming [2] , weak symmetry breaking (called reduced renaming in [9] ), and many other symmetry breaking tasks. A GSB task for n processes is defined by a set of possible output values, and for each value v, a lower bound and an upper bound (resp., ℓv and uv) on the number of processes that have to decide this value. When these bounds can vary from value to value, we say it is an asymmetric GSB task, otherwise we simply say it is a GSB task. For example, we can define the election asymmetric GSB task by requiring that exactly one process outputs 1 and exactly n − 1 processes output 2. In the symmetric case, we use the notation n, m, ℓ, u -GSB to denote the task on n processes, for m possible output values, [1. .m], where each value has to be decided at least ℓ and at most u times. In the mrenaming task, the processes have to decide new distinct names in the set [1. .m]. Thus, m-renaming is nothing else than the n, m, 0, 1 -GSB task.
Symmetry breaking tasks seem more difficult to study than agreement tasks, because in a symmetry breaking task we need to find a solution given an initial situation that looks essentially the same to all processes. For example, lower bound proofs (and algorithms) for renaming are substantially more complex than for set agreement (e.g., [9] ). At the same time, if processes are completely identical, it has been known for a long time that symmetry breaking is impossible [1] (even in failure-free models). Thus, as in previous papers, we assume that processes can be identified by initial names given to them, which are taken from some large space of possible identities (but otherwise they are initially identical). Thus, in an algorithm that solves a GSB task, the outputs of the processes can depend only on their initial identities and on the interleaving of the execution.
When combined with another "output-independence" feature, the symmetry of the initial state of a system differentiates fundamentally GSB tasks from agreement tasks. Namely, the specification of a symmetry breaking task is given simply by a set of legal output vectors, O, that the processes can produce: in any execution, any of these output vectors can be produced for any input vector I (we stress that an input vector defines only the identities of the processes), i.e., ∀I we have ∆(I) = O. For example, for the election GSB task, O consists of all binary output vectors with exactly one entry equal to 1 and n − 1 equal to 2. In contrast, an agreement task typically needs to relate inputs and outputs, where processes should not only agree on closely related values, but in addition the agreed upon values have to be somehow related to the input values given to the processes. Notice that the n, m, 0, 1 -GSB renaming task is different from the adaptive renaming task, where the size of the new name space depends on the number of processes that participate. Similarly, the classic test-and-set task looks similar to the election GSB task: in both cases exactly one process outputs 1. But test-and-set is adaptive: there is the additional requirement that in every execution, even if less than n processes participate (i.e., take steps), at least one process outputs 1. That is, election GSB is a non-adaptive form of test-and-set.
CONTRIBUTIONS
The full paper [10] investigates the family of GSB tasks in a wait-free setting (where any number of processes can crash). Its main contributions are:
• The introduction of the family of GSB tasks, and a formal setting to study them. It is shown that several tasks that were previously considered separately belong actually to the same family and can consequently be compared and analyzed within a single conceptual framework. Thus, it is shown that several properties that were known for specific GSB tasks, actually hold for all of them. Moreover, new GSB tasks are introduced that are interesting in themselves, notably the k-slot GSB task, the election GSB task and the k-weak symmetry breaking task.
• The structure of the GSB family of tasks is characterized, identifying when two GSB tasks are actually the same task, and giving a unique representation for each one.
• Computability and complexity properties associated with the GSB task family are studied. First it is noticed that (non-adaptive) renaming is a GSB task. It is then shown that perfect renaming (i.e., when the n processes have to rename in the set [1. .n]) is a universal GSB task. This means that any GSB task can be solved given a solution to perfect renaming. In the other extreme, (2n − 1)-renaming is trivially solved, without communication. WSB and election are in between these two tasks: they are not solvable without communication. Moreover, election is strictly stronger than weak symmetry breaking.
• As far as the k-slot task is concerned, a simple algorithm is presented that solves the (n+1)-renaming task from the (n − 1)-slot GSB task. There is also a simple algorithm that solves the (2n − 2)-renaming task from the 2-slot GSB task.
The reader is referred to [10] for more technical details and many interesting questions that remain open.
